Background: Analysis of data involving nuclei far from stability often requires optical potential (OP) for neutron scattering. Since neutron data is seldom available, while proton scattering data is more abundant, it is useful to have estimates of the difference of the neutron and proton optical potentials. This information is contained in the isospin dependence of the nucleon OP. Here we attempt to provide it for the nucleon-208 Pb system.
I. INTRODUCTION
At energies below 100 MeV, the attraction between a neutron and a proton is stronger than that between two protons or two neutrons. Consequently, the average interaction of a proton with an N > Z nucleus is stronger than that of a neutron. In other words, the nuclear interaction between an incident nucleon and a target with non-zero isospin has an isospin dependent part. For the nuclear part of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential (OP), the isospin dependent term is, in the Lane form [1] ,
where t is the isospin of the incident nucleon and T is that of the target A. The second term of Eq. (1), known as the Lane potential, contributes to both the elastic (p, p) and (n, n) scattering as well as to the charge exchange (p, n) reaction [2, 3] . A knowledge of U 1 is of fundamental interest for studies of nuclear phenomena in which neutrons and protons participate differently (isovector modes). Many previous estimates of U 1 (see, for example,
Refs. [4] [5] [6] ) involved a comparison of the nucleon OP from a range of nuclei with different values of the asymmetry parameter ε = (N − Z)/A or the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) analysis of (p, n) reactions exciting the isobaric analog state (IAS). However, these approaches are subject to serious uncertainties. For example, in the comparison of elastic nucleon scattering from different nuclei one must make assumptions [4] about the variation of nuclear geometry with A and ε. Moreover, the contribution of the Lane potential U 1 to the elastic nucleon scattering cross section is relatively small [7, 8] . In contrast, U 1 entirely determines the (Fermi-type) ∆J π = 0 + transition strength of the (p, n) reaction exciting the IAS; this reaction is, therefore, a sensitive probe of the isospin dependence of the proton-nucleus OP [9] . However, for (p, n) reactions, a change in Re U 1 can be approximately compensated by a change in Im U 1 [10] , and the determination of U 1 remains ambiguous without additional information or constraints.
It is in principle possible to avoid these uncertainties by extracting U 1 from a consistent study of the elastic proton and neutron scattering and the charge exchange (p, n) reaction on the same target nucleus, at the same energy. We recall here briefly the consistent isospin coupling scheme [3] for the elastic nucleon-nucleus scattering and charge exchange (p, n) reaction exciting IAS. For the isospin projections T z = (N − Z)/2 of the target nucleus A andT z = T z − 1 of the isobaric analog nucleusÃ, and denoting the neutron-and proton scattering states by |nA and |pA , respectively, the neutron and proton optical potentials are given by the diagonal matrix elements of potential (1)
Similarly, the transition matrix element or (p, n) form factor (FF) for the charge exchange A(p, n)Ã IAS reaction exciting IAS is
If the neutron and proton optical potentials at a given energy are well determined from the optical model (OM) analysis of the corresponding elastic data, then the isovector term of the nucleon OP can be obtained directly from Eqs. (2)- (3) as
Unfortunately, isospin is not a good quantum number in the Coulomb field of the nucleus since this field slows the incident proton and affects the strength and shape of the protonnucleus OP. It is necessary, therefore, to add Coulomb corrections ∆E C to the incident proton energy and ∆U C to U p to separate the main effects of the Coulomb field so that isospin is a good quantum number for the remainder of the nucleon OP, namely,
Then the Coulomb correction term must be determined from
In general, Eq. (8) has 4 unknowns (the real and imaginary parts of ∆U C and U 1 ), that, as we shall see, cannot be determined unambiguously even if the complex neutron and proton optical potentials are well determined.
There are "global" systematics of the OP parameters deduced from the extensive OM analyses of nucleon elastic scattering, for example, those by Becchetti and Greenlees [11] , by Koning and Delaroche [12] , and by Varner et al. [13] . In the work described here, we rely on the CH89 global model by Varner et al.. The CH89 optical potentials cover a wide range of energies and target masses, and are parametrized using Woods-Saxon (WS) forms. The resulting systematics are often used to predict the nucleon OP when elastic scattering data are not available or cannot be measured, as is the case for many unstable nuclei near the dripline. Given the large isospins of dripline nuclei, it is important to estimate accurately the isospin dependence of the nucleon OP (or equivalently, the Coulomb corrections to that OP) before applying it in studies of nuclear reactions or of astrophysical phenomena. So far, the empirical isospin dependence of the nucleon OP has been deduced [11] [12] [13] based mainly on the OM analyses of the proton and neutron elastic scattering, adopting some simple treatment of the Coulomb correction terms ∆E C and ∆U C .
Before the present measurement of neutron scattering on 208 Pb, detailed elastic n+ 208 Pb scattering data were available only at energies up to 26 MeV. This energy range, however, does not overlap that of much of the precise proton data and furthermore is too small to establish clearly the energy dependence of the neutron OP. The measurements at 30.4 and 40.0 MeV described here have greatly expanded the energy range for the neutron data and provided the most accurate and detailed data for neutron scattering above 26 MeV from any N = Z nucleus. After our measurement, several experiments on the elastic n+ 208 Pb scattering have been carried out and the neutron scattering data were measured at 65 MeV [14] , in the forward angular region but over a wide range of the neutron incident energy from 65 to 225 MeV [15] , and at the neutron energy of 96 MeV [16] . Together with the present data, one has now a good database of the elastic n+ 208 Pb scattering data to study the energy dependence of the neutron OP. In the present paper we show that the accurate neutron scattering data can also be used in a consistent analysis of the elastic neutron and proton scattering from 208 Pb and the charge exchange 208 Pb(p, n) 208 Bi * IAS reaction to study the isovector part of the nucleon-nucleus OP, and to estimate the Coulomb correction term (8) to the proton OP.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The measurements were performed using the MSU beam swinger time-of-flight system [17] [18] [19] of-flight detector is mounted rigidly to the beam swinger so as to measure neutron flux from the production reaction at a fixed angle near 22
• . This monitor is used to normalize the flux from run to run. Air scattering background is accounted for by measuring target-in and target-out spectra at each angle; a small correction is made to account for the fact that some of those air-scattered neutrons originating behind the sample are absorbed by the sample on their way to the detector [19] . Relative uncertainties are typically 2-4% but reach 8%
at a few angles. Observation of the 7 Li(p, n) flux at 0
• measures the product of incident neutron flux and detector efficiency, and yields the absolute normalization to within 3%.
Corrections are made for the dead time, source anisotropy and background attenuation due to the sample. Further details of the experimental procedures can be found in Refs. [18, 19] .
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A relatively large target was used to obtain adequate statistical accuracy, making it necessary to correct the experimental data for the effects of multiple scattering, angle averaging and attenuation. Because the cross sections varied rapidly with angle we were concerned that the deconvolution procedures generally employed would lead to ambiguities and unacceptably large uncertainties. We elected to avoid these uncertainties by convoluting the results of optical model predictions, a straightforward procedure, before comparing them with the data in a search routine. For this purpose, Kinney's finite geometry code [21] was incorporated as a subroutine of the optical model search code GIBELUMP [22] . The spinorbit part of the neutron OP was fixed at that used in Ref. [23] for lower energy neutron data, and the"average" geometry of the WS potential was taken from Ref. [24] .
During the search, the smeared optical model cross sections were compared with the experimental data and the optical model parameters were adjusted until a good fit to the experimental data was obtained, thereby fixing the optical model parameters. The cross sections and their uncertainties resulting from this procedure were then deduced. These cross sections are corrected for multiple scattering, angle averaging, and attenuation, and are shown in Fig. 1 , Fig. 4 and Table I . The uncertainties resulting from the finite geometry corrections varied with angle, and have a maximum of about 8% at the first diffraction minimum. These uncertainties are included in the tabulated cross sections. Because this is an unconventional procedure its results were compared with the normal deconvolution procedure used at lower energies for the case of Fe at 26 MeV; the two procedures yielded close agreement. The analysis process is described in much more detail in Refs. [18, 19] .
The deduced c.m. cross sections [18] of the elastic n+ 208 Pb scattering at 30.4 and 40
MeV have been studied in several OM analyses, including the extensive searches for global parameters of the nucleon OP [12] . In the present work, a detailed OM analysis of the measured elastic n+ 208 Pb scattering data was made using the CH89 geometric parameters of the nucleon OP [13] . The OM analysis and coupled-channel calculation of (p, n) reaction were made using the code ECIS97 written by Raynal [26] A. Coulomb correction to the proton incident energy
The Coulomb correction to the proton incident energy arises because the proton slows down in the repulsive Coulomb field of the nucleus and, hence (because the real part of the OP decreases with increasing energy), the real part of U p is more attractive compared to that of the neutron OP at the same bombarding energy, even when U 1 = 0. Estimation of the Coulomb correction of the nucleon OP requires that one first determine the difference in the effective proton and neutron incident energies, so that the same isoscalar and isovector potentials U 0(1) can be used to generate the proton and neutron OPs using Eq. (2).
The difference in the proton and neutron energies has usually been assumed either to be constant at the average Coulomb energy of the incident proton,
MeV for a 208 Pb target [13] , or to be energy dependent [12] . In the present work we have Table II) , and represent our best fit to the neutron data.
nucleon OP is determined as the following energy dependent functional
with -and + sign pertaining to the incident proton and neutron, respectively. Thus, the CH89 proton and neutron optical potentials determined at energies E p and E n = E p − ∆E C , respectively, should be fully consistent with the Lane formalism (2)-(3). We discuss below the extent to which this assumption accurately describes the experimental data. To obtain an estimate of ∆E C based on experiment, we have determined the proton bombarding energy at which the slowed proton and the neutron have the same average momentum, and thereby the diffraction maxima and minima of the proton and neutron angular distributions fall at about the same (average) angles in the forward region [27] . Our procedure presumably equalizes the average momenta or wavelengths of the neutrons and protons in the regions dominating the scattering. For illustration, we have plotted in Fig. 3 the local nucleon (relative motion) momentum K(R) determined from the real folded nucleon OP [7] as
where µ is the nucleon reduced mass, V (R) and V C (R) are, respectively, the real central given by the folding calculation [7, 9] , using the density dependent CDM3Y6 interaction [28] . Finally, in Fig. 4 we show OM calculations with several related optical potentials to assess differences in the cross sections they predict. First, the two data sets were compared with calculations using the original CH89 parameters [13] , but with ∆E C set to 14. imaginary folded potentials were adjusted to the best χ 2 fit to the data) are shown.
B. 208 Pb(p, n) 208 Bi * IAS data and the isovector term of the OP
In the two-channel approximation for the charge exchange (p, n) reaction exciting IAS, the total wave function can be written as
where the χ(R) describe the relative nucleon-nucleus motion. The elastic (p, p) scattering and charge exchange A(p, n)Ã IAS cross sections are then obtained from the solutions of the [29] given by F pn built upon the isovector part U 1 of the CH89 nucleon OP [13] . The two different curves were obtained with two choices of the 45 MeV proton OP (see Table II) following coupled-channel (CC) equations [3] [
Here K p(n) and E p(n) are the kinetic-energy operators and c.m. energies of the p+A and n+Ã partitions. The proton OP in the entrance (p + A ) channel was determined from the best OM fit to the elastic p+ 208 Pb scattering data at 45 MeV (see Fig. 4 and potential parameters in Table II) , while the neutron OP in the outgoing (n +Ã ) channel was constructed from the isoscalar and isovector parts of the nucleon OP using the standard isospin coupling scheme [3, 9] . Since the energies of isobar analog states are separated approximately by the Coulomb displacement energy, the (p, n) transition between them has a nonzero Q value. To account for this effect, the isoscalar U 0 and isovector U 1 potentials used to construct F pn (R) and U n (R) were evaluated from the CH89 systematics at an effective incident energy of E = E lab − Q/2, midway between the energies of the incident proton and emergent neutron [2] . Given the elastic p+ 208 Pb scattering data [24] and charge exchange 208 Pb(p, n) 208 Bi * IAS data [29] (both measured at 45 MeV), we were able to test the isovector term U 1 of the proton OP by comparing the results of the CC calculation for the (p, n) cross section with the data.
One can see in Fig. 5 that the isovector part of the CH89 nucleon OP [13] accounts very well for the (p, n) data, especially when the WS strengths of the proton OP are optimized by the best χ 2 fit to the elastic (p, p) data at 45 MeV (the mCH89 potential in Table II ). This result shows that the complex isovector potential U 1 given by the CH89 parametrization for the proton OP at 45 MeV can be used to estimate the Coulomb correction using Eq. (8) and the corresponding neutron optical potential U n .
C. Coulomb correction to the proton OP
After ∆E C has been fixed to give the same diffraction patterns at the forward angles for the proton and neutron elastic cross sections at E p and E n = E p − ∆E C , respectively, one might naively expect from Eq. (9) that the corresponding proton and neutron optical potentials are fully Lane consistent. But this is only true if the only physics involved is that due to the energy shift. Yet we know there are other effects, mostly affecting the imaginary potential, for example, Coulomb excitation, different Q values for (p, n) and (n, p) reactions, and different level structures. In the following we obtain an estimate of the importance of such phenomena.
Given that the isovector potential U 1 of the CH89 potential was shown above to give a realistic description of the (p, n) data, it is reasonable to use U 1 given by the CH89 systematics to estimate ∆U C , based on the OM analysis of the elastic p+ 208 Pb and n+ 208 Pb scattering data measured at 45 and 30.4 MeV. In our OM analysis we used the same WS functional form for the nucleon OP as that used by the CH89 systematics [13] , so the real and imaginary parts of the nucleon OP are determined as
where
The real part of the proton OP includes the Coulomb potential V C (R) taken from the CH89 systematics [13] . The CH89 parametrization gives the isovector part U 1 of the nucleon OP as
For the proton OP at 45 MeV, the complex strength of the isovector potential is readily obtained from the CH89 parametrization as εV 1 = 2.77 ± 0.17 MeV and εW 1 = 2.05 ± 0.13
MeV. The quoted uncertainties were determined from the systematic uncertainties of the CH89 global parameters [13] .
In the present OM analysis, we first generated the complex p+ 208 Pb and n+ 208 Pb optical potentials using the CH89 parametrization but with a corrected ∆E C = 14.6 MeV for the proton OP (see CH89 parameters in Table II) Table II and solid lines in Fig. 4) . Such an adjustment procedure naturally gave rise to a non-zero remnant of the Coulomb correction ∆U C = ∆V C + i∆W C . Assuming the same U 1 for the mCH89 OP as that of the original CH89 OP, the complex remnant of the Coulomb correction can be explicitly determined from Eqs. (8), (14) , and (15) as (14)- (15) estimated from those of our OM fit and the CH89 potential parameters [13] . The deduced WS strengths (18) of ∆U C , further referred to as the Coulomb correction to the mCH89 proton OP, are given in Table II with the uncertainties estimated consistently from the standard errors of the OM fits and those of the CH89 potential parameters. Although the strengths of the spin-orbit potential V so of the best fit mCH89 optical potentials also differ from the original CH89 values, we did not assign this difference to the isospin impurity of the OP caused by the Coulomb correction. repulsive character of the Coulomb correction to both the real and imaginary OP. In terms of the isospin impurity, we conclude that the Lane formulation (1) is accurate to within about 4-5% for the real central OP. However, the isospin impurity becomes much larger (above 20%) for the imaginary part of the CH89 OP and reaches its peak at the surface.
In a study of the elastic n+ 208 Pb scattering at 40 MeV similar to that described above for 30.4 MeV neutrons, and using the complex CH89 OP [13] to predict the elastic p+ 208 Pb scattering at the higher energies, we find that the elastic proton scattering at 54. with a rather strong ∆W C peaked at the nuclear surface (see Fig. 9 ).
IV. DISCUSSION
We find that p+ 208 Pb data at proton incident energies of 45 and 54. Table II ).
we found that the best-fit proton OP still contains a non-zero remnant of the Coulomb correction, which represents the isospin impurity of the nucleon OP. While the correction to the real part of the proton OP is only a few percent, as might be expected from the mean-field nature of the real nucleon OP, the correction to imaginary part at the nuclear surface is about 20%.
Such a significant isospin impurity of the imaginary OP found in our analysis also confirms the trend found recently in a global dispersive optical model (DOM) analysis of elastic proton and neutron scattering [32] . Namely, from a comparison of the elastic proton and neutron data on Our results show that some treatments of the Coulomb correction adopted in the literature are probably inadequate. For example, the CH89 systematics [13] uses the same energy shift ∆E C for the real and imaginary OP and it underestimates, therefore, the Coulomb correction to the imaginary OP as shown above. The recent global OP by Koning and Delaroche [12] even assumes ∆W C ≈ 0.
We note that another common usage for Coulomb correction is the entire difference of the OP for neutrons and protons at the same energy. To show the strength of such a total Coulomb correction, we generated the 45 MeV proton OP using the same CH89 formulas but setting ∆E C = 0. This procedure yields a significantly stronger ∆U C , with ∆V v /V v ≈ 5.6%, ∆W v /W v ≈ 56.9%, and ∆W s /W s ≈ 12.9%. However, one should be careful in discussing such a total Coulomb correction because the CH89 formulas were determined
[13] using a constant energy shift ∆E C = 19 MeV for p+ 208 Pb OP, and it is questionable to use the CH89 potential obtained with ∆E C = 0 in the present discussion. The detailed OM analysis of the elastic neutron and proton scattering has shown that the realistic proton OP at energy E p = E n + ∆E C contains a non-zero Coulomb correction to its complex strength. Such a non-zero Coulomb correction represents the isospin impurity of the CH89 nucleon OP, which is only a few percent for the real part of the OP but is around 20% for the imaginary part at the nuclear surface.
We reiterate that these comments are in reference to the CH89 global OP, which already contains a significant correction for Coulomb effects. These results show that CH89 systematics provides an accurate estimate of Coulomb effects for the real part of the OP, provided that the energy shifts that enter the model are found by matching diffraction structures for neutron and proton scattering. The 20% correction for the imaginary part of the OP is not large, and the CH89 systematics can still provide a reasonable priori estimate even for the imaginary potential.
These results confirm again the importance of elastic neutron scattering experiments, for use in conjunction with existing elastic proton scattering and (p, n) charge exchange data, to obtain estimates of Coulomb corrections in heavy nuclei.
